HOLLYWOOD CENTRAL PARK

“Hollywood Central Park project - a design and engineering wonder that will create a truly spectacular public space to span the
101 Freeway in the heart of Hollywood.”

-

Mitch O’Farrell

Councilmember, 13th District

The Hollywood Central Park is a major infrastructure project – which will provide
immeasurable benefits to our community, including:
•Reuniting communities separated for more than 60 years by the Hollywood Freeway
•Providing intrinsic environmental, aesthetic and recreational benefits
•Providing more than 38 acres of green open space and recreational facilities
•Promoting physical and mental health and active lifestyles
•Providing economic development by enhancing property values,increasing City
revenues, attracting workers and increasing tourism. Creating 40,000 direct and
indirect jobs including local hire, entry level and apprenticeship programs
•Improving air quality and mitigating climate change
- Laurie L. Goldman, Executive Director, Friends of Hollywood Central Park

The Hollywood Central Park has the potential to improve the lives
of millions of people. The park will turn strangers into neighbors. And most important the Hollywood Central Park is the foundation for a bright and healthy future for us, our children and
our children’s children.
– Albert Fraijo Jr. , President, Friends of Hollywood Central
Park

A 38 ACRE STREET LEVEL
REGIONAL PARK,
CREATED BY CAPPING
US 101 BETWEEN
HOLLYWOOD AND
SANTA MONICA
BOULEVARDS

Hollywood Central Park
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THE FACTS:
•
More than 180,00 people, including over 40,000 children, live within
just one mile of the proposed park.
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•
Hollywood has 0.005 acres of open space per resident as compared to
0.012 acres of open space within the City of Los Angeles and is one of the
lowest resident-to-park space communities in California.
•
Two-thirds of children in Los Angeles do not live near a park, playground, or other safe place to play. By comparison, New York City’s parks
are much more equitably distributed with more than 91 percent of its children living within walking distance of a park.

•
The median income for this one-mile-area is $23,481 – nearly half
the region’s median income level. In addition, 75.2 percent of this one
square-mile population is non-white minorities with 53.3 Hispanic ethnicity.
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•
Existing park space is disproportionately concentrated in the
region’s wealthy neighborhoods. As a result, Latino, African-American, and
Asian Pacific Islander youth are dramatically less likely than their White
counterparts to enjoy access to open space, playgrounds, and other exercise
facilities

The route of
the Hollywood Freeway
is depressed approximately
26 feet below surrounding
neighborhoods in this location

SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

A NEW, TRANSFORMATIVE VISION

•
NEW public park of 38 Acres (17 Ha) will be created in airspace over an existing strategically located one-mile long segment of the US 101 freeway corridor in the City of Los Angeles.
•
New urban forest/meadow parkland (+ 5,000 trees) and velo-way over tunneled free way with
required ventilation/vehicle exhaust scrubbing technology infrastructure will be incorporated into
street level parkland over existing Freeway trench and surrounding public right-of-way.

The community of Hollywood and the programmatic and formal aspects
of the project present a particularly provocative context. Known
world-wide, the imagined landscape of Hollywood is an iconic symbol
of the creative possibility, fantasy and glamour associated with
the Movies, and the quintessential southern California dream of
continual self re-invention – limitless prospects - in paradise
lost - and finally regained.

•
Environment and social fabric of a large, diverse adjacent surrounding population will be
restored, enhanced and made more resilient by this new resource in a park-poor and predominantly
low-income community.

At the same time, Hollywood neighborhoods surrounding the Park site
are some of the densest, poorest, and starved for open space in the
entire City of Los Angeles. Public health and social services
challenges abound.

•
Climate responsive carbon mitigation/carbon reduction strategies will derive from Park
introduction of urban forest, freeway heat and atmospheric and noise pollution mitigation, enhancement of urban ecosystem, storm water capture and water conservation and re-cycling strategies,
pedestrian/bicycle transportation network, and integration of environmental education, arts and
public health/lifelong wellness programs.
•
Opportunities for establishment and diffusion of Active Transportation Concepts through
significant expansion of pedestrian and bicycle network are maximized through incorporation of a
velo-way and pedestrian/bicycle path system throughout Park and into surrounding streets/transit
network, and the Park’s orientation diagonal (45 degrees) to the street grid.
•
Urban heat island effect, atmospheric and noise pollution will be mitigated through Park
capping of Freeway surface and vehicle heat sources, and through shading, evapo-transpiration, air
filtration and enrichment benefits of the new urban forest.
•
“Park breeze” microclimate effect will be enhanced by the orientation of Park corridor
along the path of prevailing current regional coastal/inland daily and seasonal air circulation
pattern.

Discovering, and articulating the many layers of narratives associated with this project are leading to new hybrid forms - landscape
and architectural expressions emergent from the possibilities of
covering a freeway with a corridor of green nature – a greensward
- as wide as a football field – and a mile long.
The Park’s stated ethic is as ambitious as its scale and scope:
“…founded on an ethic that is in service to community, wellbeing,
and sustainability ... embodying the highest levels of social and
environmental responsibility…” conceived fundamentally as a healing
gesture - in bringing back together neighborhoods rent asunder,
cleaning the air and waters, and establishing a corridor of green
nature in the heart of the City.
As Central Park in New York was a manifestation of the last great
vision of the city for the nineteenth century - the project for
Hollywood and efforts throughout the world are manifestations of a
new and transformative vision of the city for the twenty-first
century.

Social and Environmental Justice

•
“Ecosystem Services” design concepts will be incorporated through the creation of climate
appropriate native plant communities throughout the Park, providing water and energy efficient
habitat. Native/climate appropriate tree matrix - once established- will thrive in new “ecosystem”
created in Park environment, mitigating heat island effect and resulting in reduction of water and
energy use in Park and surrounding urban neighborhood areas.

“Environmental Justice” considerations - climate, air, water,
earth, energy production, pollution; and
“Social Justice” imperatives - wellness, education, participation,
justice, cannot be addressed individually –These must be explicitly
engaged as interconnected and interdependent aspects of a whole
that is greater than the sum of its parts. A new, authentic
aesthetic is emerging from this ethic - awakening the heart, mind
and body to new possibilities.

•
Current loss of urban storm
from Freeway surface and surrounding
directing storm water into the Park,
retention/reuse/infiltration gallery
on-grade zones within Park.

The purposes of the Park are many – but can be said to be fundamentally three fold: healing, and sustaining well-being; finding and
building common ground for community; and inspiring discovery and
the imagination.

water resource will be mitigated through capture of runoff
areas now connected to storm drain collection system by
retaining, filtering and cleansing runoff in
system within Park structure interstitial spaces and perimeter

•
Education opportunities incorporating STEM ( Science Technology Engineering Math (and
Medicine) and the Arts curricula will be employed through Park’s integration of environmentally
centered education programs serving students at adjacent public schools and through initiatives
with Hollywood based media/entertainment arts and sciences and technology industry partners.
•
Park will provide significant opportunity for development of a new and more “resilient”
city/civic culture presently without tangible common ground in the community.
•
Park will provide significant opportunity for development of a pedestrian and bicycle
friendly culture as a key component of the City’s developing public transit system.
•
Park outcomes will provide transferable scalable information for development of other
projects for repurposing/enhancing existing urban infrastructure systems and discovering new
potential systems promoting resilient socially and environmentally just civic cultures.

Contemporary environmental design is increasingly at the center of
a new intellectual and creative movement - re-visioning traditional
origins and recovering and creating new sustainable and sustaining
relationships between nature and society in the face of global
environmental change of a scale, rapidity and consequence never
before seen.

one another - the stories we tell and live by - are our myths,
affecting the landscapes we imagine and the landscapes we build.
As our understanding of ourselves in a new relationship with the
rest of nature evolves, old forms are giving way to emerging new
narratives, new possibilities growing out of the old. The reclamation of urban industrial and transportation infrastructure into
vibrant landscapes for public life represents a fundamental shift
in thinking about cities - new narratives. These new narratives
and re-imagined and re-constructed landscapes emerging in our City
are the bases of the Hollywood Central Park project, in the context
of similar on-going efforts in cities around the world.
The transformative power of new attitudes about the landscape of
the city has been widely discussed. The critic Michael Kimmelman
has written of Madrid’s Rio Park, simply and eloquently summing up
its impact on its surrounding neighborhoods - “Now people who
opened their windows onto the sound of cars, open their windows
onto the sound of birds.”
The vision for the Park has come out of the surrounding community,
the product of a collaborative participatory effort. Through a
program of workshop meetings centered on the participation by a
wide representation of members of the community, the project
proponents have facilitated the creation of a concept plan.
The concept plan, as well as the process that created it, is now
guiding the way forward for the on-going evolution of the Park.
The bridging of a mile long segment of the Hollywood Freeway will
from its opening day cleanse millions of cubic feet of air and
water, restore neighborhoods rent asunder decades ago, and provide
common ground for recreation and community.

The great scale of the Park will open to appreciation an array of
expansive and dramatic views. Extending across a series of great
tree-lined meadows, the eye will take in and incorporate into the
Park the hills to the north with their dramatic landmarks– the
Hollywood Sign and the Observatory - and the skyline of downtown LA
to the south – all under a vast horizon-to-horizon swath of sky.
The Park will bring an equally dramatic change to the soundscape.
The currently persistent and debilitating roar of traffic will be
replaced by the sounds of nature and play.
This change, which in
time will fall from notice, will be a fundamentally transformative
aspect of the coming of the Park.
Fragrances of vegetation will replace the odor of freeway fumes.
The sight, sound, fragrance and touch of water, the feel of sun,
wind, turf, wood and stone, and the enjoyment of partaking of the
tastes of the Park - including the produce from the Park’s vertical
farm – all will open sensory channels now closed in defense against
the assaults of the present environment.
Additionally, the Park will engage the spatial sense, experienced
through movement – walking, running, strolling, resting - in the
informal choreography of everyday life. As a living entity, the
Park will also fundamentally engage the sense of time – memory,
experience and anticipation. The Park will change and grow over
time, manifesting the cycles of the day - midday, evening, night
and morning, and the changing seasons – summer, autumn, winter,
spring.
As the Park is an act of healing and an affirmation of community,
it is also necessarily a portal for the engagement of the imagination.
The concept plan, as well as the process that created it, is now
guiding the way forward for the on going evolution of the Park.

These initial broad strokes have also acknowledged the Park’s third
and equally essential identity as a participatory and continuing
artistic creation - involving the users and stewards of the Park
into the future. As the process leading to the creation of the
framework has involved many voices, a potential precedent has been
set for the participation of many voices in the creation of the
Park’s many particular artistic, architectural and landscape
expressions.

Westside Urban Forum Design Award (In-Process/Unbuilt)
Client: Friends of Hollywood Central Park
Laurie L. Goldman, Executive Director
Alfredo A. Hernandez, Program Director

Civic Purpose and Poetry
The worldview associated with this movement partakes of contemporary philosophy, physical and social sciences, engineering, the
healing and building arts and the wisdom of world ethical traditions. It is ecological – asserting that “everything is
connected”. The arts and sciences surrounding environmental design
find models in biological systems, engage and are inspired by the
creativity of the natural world.

The Landscape
A landscape is a conversation between the generations and a conversation with nature. How we see ourselves in relation to place and

The Park lies at the intersection of civic purpose and poetry. The
making and continual re-making of this park – producing it –
performing it - requires a special kind of art making – akin to
that of the dramatic arts – especially cinema. The life of the
Park must take into account and celebrate the many dimensions of
expression possible that will also be unique to this art form in
this place - Hollywood.
Through its living fabric of nature, artifacts and human activity,
the Park will engage all the familiar five senses - sight, sound,
fragrance, touch and taste, and in addition - the senses of space
and time.
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Specific works of architecture and landscape design may be relatively long –term presences, or temporary (as are the pavilions of
the Serpentine Galleries in London’s Kensington Gardens) – or
potentially among the coming generation of built things that are
designed to morph and change over time under new conditions. Works
of art and performance in the Park will encompass the spectrum from the abiding to the recurring to the ephemeral. New technologies will allow the incorporation of virtual and augmented reality
into all aspects of the Park.
The Park will be among the first great civic works to be part of
the coming “internet of things”, connecting us to one another and
nature and enriching our lives in as yet unimagined ways.
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